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Introduction 

→ A big goal in modern cosmology is to verify inflation theory, which describes a rapid expansion of space in the 
early universe. We probe this by measuring the linear polarization of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). 

→ If inflation exists, a specific polarization pattern will also exist called the primordial B-mode, which is generated 
by primordial gravitational waves. Many telescopes are trying to probe this signal. 

→ E&M radiation is described by its wavelength, amplitude, and polarization. Within the LambdaCDM model, we 
don’t expect circularly polarized CMB light. However, if space is ‘tweaked’ - i.e. cosmically birefringent - the initially 
generated CMB polarization can be rotated. This birefringent property of space could indicate the presence of dark 
energy and dark matter.

→ There is no CMB experiment to probe the circularly polarized component of CMB; current projects focus on 
measuring the linearly polarized CMB component. 

→ Ultimately, our goal is to design a CMB telescope dedicated to the circularly polarized component of 
CMB, and utilize computational methods to observe and analyze the data. 



AQWP Optimization
Junqi Wang



AQWP design

It is Achromatic Quarter Wave Plates.What is AQWP?

For conventional single wave plate, it provides a fixed phase shift(retardance) to 
two components of the incident light.   

However, the retardance is the function of frequency which means single wave 
plate is not competent for broadband polarimetry. 

The definition of the retardance for single wave plate 
Also, the chromatic dispersion equation

In CMB detection case, we need 
broadband observation. So, we 
need AQWP



Pancharatnam’s  paradigm 

In Pancharatnam’s early work, he constructed the AQWP analytically by 3 
stacked wave plates.

…

Incident light

Nth plate

N-1th

1st They may have different thicknesses and 
different relative angles for the principal axes.

In our work we are trying to add more plates 
and introduce optimization algorithm to 
design our better AQWP 

geometry method

New method means New formalism



New method means New formalism

AQWP 
Optimization

Optimization target

Optimization Method

Parameter space

New formalism



Formalism

Stokes Vector: to describe the polarization 
properties of the incident light

Mueller Matrix: to describe the effect of 
polarizing element

Mueller Matrix of a single wave plate: 

Stacks of the wave plates:

Rotation matrix Relative angles 

Notice that they are both block diagonal matrix



In Polarimetry, the wave plate is continuously rotating. The 
radiation is detected by a linearly polarization-sensitive detector 

Incident 
radiation

Continuously-
rotating 
AQWP

Detector
readout the intensity  

linearly polarization-sensitive 
detector

X-axis oriented 
perfect wire grid

Pick up the intensity 
component of Stokes 
vector



To derive the expression of the readout intensity, 
we need the Mueller matrix of AQWP

Without loss of generality

Our circular polarization efficiency is 

Readout Intensity



Effective retardance

Effective retardance is another quantity 
to evaluate the configuration.

Circular polarization efficiency and 
effective retardance are equivalent. 
Once one target is optimized, the 
other target is also optimized.

The proof of this statement can be found in our final report

In our optimization, we will choose efficiency as our optimization target.



Average circular polarization efficiency

To evaluate the performance of the AQWP in the broadband 
circular polarization efficiency is not enough. 

Weight function or response function of the detector

To simplify our optimization, we assume:

are constant

the bound of the integration is our band range



Parameter Space

For N-layered waveplates

N    thicknesses of each waveplates
N-1 relative angles 2N-1 parameters

Avoid considering the details of the materials and definite 
frequency, here I will introduce dimensionless parameters. 

N thicknesses now are N central retardances

Dimensionless variables are more convenient and this dimensionless 
expression means we can convert our configuration into any band we like.



Optimization Algorithm: Basinhopping

Initial position Local Minimizer Random displacement

Position & Efficiency 

R
ecord

Local MinimizerNew
Position & Efficiency 

Position & Efficiency 

Metropolis Criterion

Metropolis Criterion

old 
efficiency 

E_o 

new
Efficiency

E_n 

Accept new, iff 
rand() < Exp((E_o-E_n)/T)

This is also an annealing algorithm, T is predetermined and decrease gradually 



Optimization Algorithm: Basinhopping

Initial position Local Minimizer Random displacement

Position & Efficiency 

R
ecord

Local MinimizerNew
Position & Efficiency 

Position & Efficiency 

Metropolis Criterion



Result



Circular polarization efficiency 



Effective retardance



Phase term



Average efficiency for each band
ID|Config 2 plates 3 plates

1 0.9469 0.9968

2 0.9910 0.9963

3 0.9920 0.9992

4 0.9826 0.9991

5 0.9809 0.9975

6 0.9914 0.9983

7 0.9973 0.9996

8 0.9823 0.9971

9 0.9656 0.9968

Requirement: 
average efficiency > 0.98

Even 2 plates config is 
almost good enough



Conclusion
We get the configuration that meets the requirement:
Bandrange:34-161GHz, Average efficiency > 0.98
 

Due to the limited time, some further work has not been completed:
1. Realistic situation optimization, considering the profile of 

frequency and the response function.
2. Tolerance analysis, give the manufacturing accuracy(thickness) 

and alignment accuracy(relative angles) requirement.



Computational Approaches to 
Minimizing QWP Reflection

Feli Xiao



The Problem 

16.8 mm n = 3 

n = 1 Θ = 0°

Average transmission 
is only 60%! 



What Do We Want to Achieve? 

Ultimately, our goal is to minimize broadband reflection at 
34-161 GHz through our quarter wave plate. 

To observe CMB, we use a sapphire QWP to convert 
circularly polarized light to linearly polarized light.

Initially: use Anti-Reflection Coatings 
ISSUE: Coatings don’t work as well in cryogenic 
temperatures 

Solution: Anti-Reflection Gratings directly on the QWP 

sapphire plate

AR coatings

sapphire plate

AR grating



Sapphire Birefringence 

figure from Shinkosha

Key term: anisotropy 

→ Dependent on cut of sapphire

→ We use c-cut sapphire 
(cut along c-axis)

Ordinary → n ~ 3.047 
Extraordinary → n ~ 3.361

 

incident light



AR Gratings: structure → refractive index  

Effective Medium Theory (EMT) 
approximates 1D gratings as 
homogenous materials

Brauer & Bryngdahl (1994) extends 
this mathematically to 2D gratings



Generating Grating Geometries 

w0o

w0e pe

po

The goal is…

● Have > 90% transmission over 
34-161 GHz

● Have < 1% difference in 
transmission between ordinary 
and extraordinary axes 

slices = 20

...

...





alpha = 1 
b = 0 
height = 2mm 
w0o, w0e = 0, 0 

refractive 
index



avg. To = 98.6%
avg. Te = 98.4%

|To - Te| = 1.7% 
over 34-161 GHz



alpha = 0.5
b = 0 
height = 2mm 
w0o, w0e = 0, 0 



avg. To = 87.6%
avg. Te = 85.6%

|To - Te| = 11.8% 
over 34-161 GHz



alpha = 1.5
b = 0 
height = 2mm 
w0o, w0e = 0, 0 



avg. To = 99.1%
avg. Te = 99.1%

|To - Te| = 1.1% 
over 34-161 GHz



alpha = 1.5
b = 0 
height = 2mm 
w0o, w0e = px/8, py/8 

a LITTLE improvement… avg. To = 99.3%
avg. Te = 99.2%

|To - Te| = 0.9% 
over 34-161 GHz



alpha = 1.5
b = 0 
height = 2.5mm 
w0o, w0e = px/8, py/8 

avg. To = 99.6%
avg. Te = 99.6%

|To - Te| = 0.5% 
over 34-161 GHz

better! 



Takeaways 

1. SWS gratings: 
a. Better broadband AR is achieved through: 

i. ‘Taller’ (i.e. thicker) layers of etching (h ↑) 
ii. Convex curvature of etching profile (alpha > 1) 
iii. Slightly rounded tip of etching (pitch fraction > w0o, w0e > 0) 

1. Improves performance at low frequencies 
2. If I had more time, what would I do? 

a. The math behind the code breaks down when w0o, w0e approach their 
respective pitches - look into this!

b. Test the parameter space more thoroughly - look through more 
combinations of structures. 



Signal Generation and 
Reconstruction

Kiara Jacob



Introduction

- My aim for this project was to focus on the signal generation and 
reconstruction of the V component i.e. circular polarisation component 
from simulated CMB data. 

- Can we come up toy sky models and observations, and generate the 
simulated data?

- Can we observe computationally and reconstruct I, Q, U, and V 
components?

- Can we extend to multi-frequency observations and separate the CMB 
and foreground components? 



Steps we took

1. Introduce Formalism
a. Signal Generation
b. Signal Reconstruction

2. Application of formalism
a. Toy model
b. Simple PySM model (without scan) for real sky signal
c. Include scanning the sky (pointing vector)
d. Inclusion of Noise and extension over broadband



Formalism

Step 1: Signal Generation

- We formulate the expected signal seen by a detector using a wave plate, 
see Eq. 1.1, using Mueller matrix and Stokes vector formalism. 



Step 2: Signal Reconstruction

- We use the previous equations and reconstruct the I, Q, U, and V 
components. 



The toy model

Step 3: Designing a toy model based on the previous equations and setting I, 
Q, U and V to certain values and checking if we get those values back.



Results from toy model testing

The toy model does in fact work and gives us a reconstruction of the initial 
values that is consistent with numerical precision (1e-16). 

Input values

Values after reconstruction

Consistent with 
numerical precision upto 
1e-16



A simple PySM model

- Step 4: Testing the toy model on simulated data from PySM.
- In order to do this, I selected a simple CMB model (from PySM) that generates I, Q 

and U maps.

I map with dust, synchrotron and CMB I map model with only lensed CMB



Results from initial PySM model tests
- When the simulation is run with PySM (2 separate input vectors), we get the 

equivalent I, Q and U values back. Similarly this simulation can be run with more 
input vectors to check multiple pixels at the same time.

Input values

Values after reconstruction

Consistent with 
numerical precision upto 
1e-16



- Something we had to consider in order to simulate more realistic observations is to 
include a scan, i.e. the detector is recording observations at different points in the sky 
at different times and that leads to multiple observations at that pixel. We have 
accounted for this in our initial equations.

- We also need to consider the angle of the plate during that observation. We would 
pick a set of pixels in the sky (away from the Galactic plane) to test these 
observations with PySM data first.

Example of a partially observed map 
(indicated in white), away from Galactic 
plane and minimize the size of the 
map/pixels to run all the calculation using 
a laptop computer. 

Including the Scan of the sky



Scanning the sky

- In order to do this I picked a set of pixels from the 
PySM (lensed CMB model) away from the Galactic 
Plane.

- I then ran the model on this set of pixels for 
different nside values.

- We also simulated the random motion of rotation of 
the detector as these observation was being made. 

Gnomview of set of pixels chosen from the I map



Results after including scan and pointing vector

Input values

Values after reconstruction

Consistent with 
numerical precision upto 
1e-15



Residual Maps for I, Q, U and V when pointing vector is accounted for

nside = 32 nside = 64



Accounting for noise and extending over multiple frequencies

- To further simulate a real detector, we have to 
account for noise. 

- Here we used noise from LITEBIRD 
- This also allows us to extend our simulations 

for multiple frequencies.
- Results from this test are a work in progress!

Table from LITEBIRD collaboration (2022)
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